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ABSTRACT
There exist many web design methodologies and the new ones are constantly being added to the pool of those offered to practitioners. However, as previous research shows, practitioners either do not know, do not use or even do not care for these development approaches. This paper examines web design practice, and the design of visual aspects in particular, in order to establish whether any of the existing methodologies would actually address the practitioners' concerns. Through grounded theory analysis, it transpires that from amongst several examined approaches, IS-based web design methods are dealing with great many practical issues which designers perceive as most pressing.

INTRODUCTION

Plentiful of novel software tools, such as Adobe or Macromedia development suites, are being developed in support of various aspects of designing interactive multimedia for the web (here called web-media); however, generated web-media products still greatly suffer from easily avoidable problems, which range from such simple aspects as poorly designed user interface and navigation down to misuse of the available technology (Johnson and Nemetz 1998). Some lay the blame for these problems on the use of ad hoc approaches to web development (Koch 1999; Lang 2002). Others imply the widespread lack of developers' awareness and/or experience in web systems design and evaluation of web-media development results (Barry and Lang 2001). At the same time, many successful models, methods and practices used in web-media sister fields, such as software engineering and information systems development, can be successfully transferred to web application development (Nanard and Nanard 1995). Upon such methodological transition, the web development life-cycle would commonly resemble the traditional stages of software systems development, to include analysis, design, implementation, testing, evaluation and maintenance. However, each of these life-cycle phases would consequently be conducted with special attention paid to the peculiarities of web-media products rather than features commonly found in the software systems (Garzotto et al. 1995; Standing 2002a).

We believe that web-media development has quite distinct developmental requirements. Firstly, development of web-media products commonly calls upon the expertise drawn from a variety of fields such as publishing and marketing, video production and art design, software development, operating system configuration and hardware interfacing. Secondly, due to the fact that web-media products blend together software and data, the user workflows within a typical web system can be highly dynamic, unpredictable and non-linear, which may increase the risk of confusing the user and the user feeling of "being lost in hyperpace". Thirdly, aesthetic and cognitive aspects of web-media products also play an important role in their development. Finally, web-media products are often deployed in vibrant, dynamic, global, multi-lingual and multi-cultural application domains, thus demanding continual updates and significant maintenance effort. Due to all these complexities web-media development cannot be done on an ad hoc basis.

Considering these problems and challenges, we have undertaken the exploration of web design processes as perceived by practitioners. This being the crux of this paper is discussed first. In the later sections, we also review and classify some of the better-known web and multimedia design methodologies and we analyse their ability to address some of the concerns commonly shared by web design practitioners. Since in our work, we focus primarily on practitioners' concerns and their experiences, this, we took an interpretive research approach where the formalised guidelines for web design could inductively emerge from the collected data.

EMPIRICAL WORK

Web design is a creative problem-solving activity, thus, it relies on a designer's unique insight into a larger social and business context for their work, individual needs of their clients, designer's personal style, his or her biases and preferences. Individualism and uniqueness of web design tasks do not preclude developers from sharing experience in dealing with similar problems in the design process and in the use of the available technology. In this study, we thus aimed to understand and document these common problem situations, their recurrence within certain context and decision-making in web development.

As any other design activity, web-media design may be considered from two vantage points (Nanard and Nanard 1995), i.e.:
- prescribing design techniques and then following them, so the resulting product is developed by conformance to a formal design model;
- observing practical work to determine how developers actually design products.

We took the latter approach.

In our empirical work we interviewed 9 web-media designers with different expertise in multimedia or web development, i.e. graphic designers, web programmers, multimedia developers, multimedia producers, educational designers, and other types of web developers. For the purpose of triangulation (Fontana and Frey 2000), we also observed some of them in the process of project development in their everyday work environment (Adler and Adler 1994).

In our study, we asked each subject to talk about a project of his/her choice and to elaborate on the design process, versions of the product, problems faced and decisions made, and to reflect on their best practices. By allowing practitioners to freely discuss their work, the researchers encouraged them to focus on the issues that were of particular concern to them personally. This facilitated identification of design aspects that, in the opinion of practitioners, were not adequately supported by the tools and methods available to their disposal.

Since we collected large amounts of transcript data, we needed an appropriate method of splitting it into manageable chunks, then coding the data with a view to identify their meaning and to support data classification into a consistent system of categories, which would finally...
be examined for relevance to the emerging theory of web-media practice, firmly grounded in our observation data. With this data examination process in mind we chose the grounded theory approach for data analysis and concepts building (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Strauss and Corbin 1994).

Grounded theory is a research method that prescribes systematic guidelines for iterative data collection and analysis focusing consecutive data collection with the purpose of inductive building of a framework explaining the collected data (Charmaz 2000).

PRACTITIONERS' CONCERNS

After the interview transcripts were coded, analysed and compared, some important web development concepts and their themes, also known as grounded theory categories, emerged. These categories reflected design tasks that were actually performed during project development, e.g. home page design, menu design, selecting colour schemes, implementing navigation, etc. While examining the task-related categories, the researchers also identified problems recurring across design tasks. Some of these problems and their solutions are commonly discussed in various web and multimedia design methodologies, others provided insights into web development practice. To illustrate the type of categories that emerged in the process, a small subset of practitioners' concerns, as exemplified by their direct comments, follow.

1. Technology issues - Web developers create their products for non-homogenous community of web users. Potential users access websites from different platforms through different browsers and with display devices that greatly vary in their resolution.

Concerns related to browsers' compatibility:

"...we're still finding a lot of people are using browsers 4.7, hopefully not older than that".

"Every single browser you come across treats your... treats what you see on the screen completely differently and this causes all sorts of hassle."

Concerns related to screen resolution:

"Basically we know that most of their clients have 800 by 600 screens... this is a technical specification but it's really important to take this thing into account."  

"...what I've done here is to limit myself to only using up to 625 pixels on the screen. And that means, that somebody using the smallest screen resolution of 640 X 480 would still be able to see all of the content on this page."

Concerns related to cross-platform reliability:

"So you can run this little function over your site and it tells you what browser versions your site's going to fail on and whether or not the failure is just going to be your rollover won't work or your whole site's just going to go pth [noise] and die and the user's going to be left with a blank screen."

2. Standards compliance and accessibility issues - Every user should, as indicated by standards and laws, be able to access and perceive the presented information in a similar way.

Concerns related to accessibility:

"I should also mention that we allow for accessibility issues by adding alt tags to all the graphics in Dreamweaver."  

"...at the bottom, a list of text links for people that have graphics turned off and also because on some pages it's also longer it means that then you don't have to go all the way back to the top of the page to find the links."

Concerns related to standard compliance:

"In Dreamweaver I also downloaded one of the extensions from exchange, which is about ensuring that you have W3C compliance. And it goes through and it makes sure that all of your images have alt tags, that all of your tables are set up properly for text readers and that sort of thing and tells you just where the problems are."

3. Colour and font issues - Colour schemes and fonts of the future web site are often imposed by existing corporate stationary and business cards. However, colours may not belong to the web-safe palette and fonts may be outside the list of default fonts installed on users' computers. These issues force developers to find most close match for colours, replace fonts or use images of text with the client preferred corporate font.

Concerns related to the selection of colour scheme:

"The colours came from their corporate colours, the blue and the red and we kept with that, rather than introducing too many extra colours."

"The colours are significant to the industry that she's in basically and she wanted those colours to be reflected throughout the site."

Concerns related to font selection:

"This was actually a big graphic because this is the, I suppose you could say, the corporate heading, this is what appears on the business cards and the letterheads themselves, so we couldn't run the risk of having a user who didn't have the font-installed and would see it in something else." (About the font for the header of the web page)

"...with this actual text here being Sans-Serif and then Serif and being bold and then quite sort of light, I was also given that as a pre-existing design element."

4. Navigation design - Navigation choices should be clear to users. The user should be able to navigate backward and forward and see clearly the followed path and how to come back. The user should not feel "lost" in the cyberspace of a site.

Concerns related to the representation of navigation choices:

"...what about something looking like palm pilot... that could work because people are already aware of how something like a palm pilot operates." (about how the menu should look like)

Concerns related to awareness of location in cyberspace:

"...it's a pretty simple concept, you follow the tree out to get to some information that you're interested in and you can find your own way back in this way."

Concerns related to access to navigational facilities:

"...the little menu is added just here, just to jump people to main parts of the site."

5. Other developers' concerns touched upon great many issues, related to design aspects of navigation, user interfacing, usability and accessibility, component design, their interaction and layout, information channels, their consistency and synchronisations, user requirements and their volatility, corporate image, branding, etc.

The identified design issues, as illustrated by the examples, represent those web design aspects which are of greatest concern to the interviewed practitioners. We noted with interest that the practitioners' attention focuses not only on the design task itself but also on a much broader design context, i.e. technological shifts, standards and method compliance, corporate image and brand consistency, user expectations, trends and preferences. This observation strongly confirms the claims laid by the most recently proposed web development methodologies, e.g. ICIDM (Standing 2002a; Standing 2002b), Multiview 2 (Avison et al. 1998) and WISDM (Vidgen 2002a; Vidgen 2002b), that a wider developmental context is of great importance to web projects.

CONCERNS VS. METHODOLOGIES

Over the years various hypermedia and web design methodologies have emerged, for example, the Dexter model (Halasz and Schwartz 2002a; Multiview 2 (Avison et al. 1998) and WISDM (Vidgen 2002a; Vidgen 2002b), that a wider developmental context is of great importance to web projects.
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CONCLUSIONS
Research into web design indicates that web development practices are often methodological (Baskerville et al. 1992; Whitley 1998) and that intuition and experience of web developers plays more significant role than knowledge of methodologies (Lang 2002). Our findings largely confirm these assertions, however, the reported study also shows that the more recent web development methodologies (ICDM, Multiview2 and WISDM), which take into consideration broad IS context have a potential to address various design issues of great concern to practitioners. Other methodologies will have to be adjusted to be relevant and used.

"Hypermedia design methods are unlikely to be used merely for their own sake, so it shall be necessary to collate empirical data based on experiences in real projects." (Lang 2002, p 888). This is what this paper aspired to...
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